
               

Monterrey, the third largest city in Mexico, lies in the Santa  Catarina  valley encirc led by dramatic
mountains including the distinctive saddle-shaped “Cerro de la Silla”. This modern industrial city sports
one of the world’s largest plazas, the Gran Plaza, surrounded by colonial cathedrals, monumental
sculptures, and   ultra-m odern government buildings. For those  of you new to the wonders of Mexico this
is a perfect get acquainted trip!

Our Monterrey city tour includes the Governor’s Palace with beautiful stained glass windows and the
Benito Juarez reception room, the Esplanade of Heroes and the Paseo Santa Lucia river boat with time
for shopping and exploring on your own!  Weather permitting, the brewery is also included.

All Monterrey Overnight Tours  use the beautiful centrally located Hotel Gran Ancira with the best buffet
in town.   Overnight tours also include Horsetail Falls, a waterfall with an impressive drop of 100 feet and
a special mariachi cocktail hour - compliments of  Go...With  Jo!    The three day tour includes all of the
above plus a visit to Huasteca Canyon and the Bishop’s Palace, PLUS more free time to enjoy this wonderful city .  Exact itinerary is
always determ ined by the  weather and the day of the week that travel begins.   Monterrey continues to be one of the most popular
destinations for motor coach tours. Others may do Monterrey cheaper, NOBODY can do it better!

MONTERREY OVERNIGHT
2 Days/1 Night

If you have a pet or spouse you cannot be away from for more than one night, then this is the trip for you!  A great trip, just at a quicker

pace than the 3 day tour.  All the same tours, excluding Huasteca Canyon and Bishop’s Palace.  Limited time for shopping.  Includes

Breakfast and Welcome Mariachi Cocktail Party.

PRICE PER PERSON* DEPARTURE DATES
Single - $245 Feb.17, 2018
Double - $199 March 10, 2018
Triple - $195

PASSPORT REQUIRED

*Currently there is NO CHARGE for the Mexican Visa on Land Tours of 7 days or less!

Departs from Brownsville at 6:00a.m.; from Harlingen at 6:30a.m.; from Weslaco at 7:00a.m.; from Mission at 7:30a.m.
or from your park with a specified number.

www.gowithjo.com
Call your sales representative or Go...With Jo! today at
(956)423-1446 or (956)664-1446 or 1-800-999-1446
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